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Telecommunications networks increasingly depend on the Internet and computer networks.
This exposes the telecommunications systems to intrusions, data theft, and service
interruptions. Protecting against the intrusions is especially challenging because of the
complex interdependencies inside the networks and between different networks. Moreover, a
trend towards massive attacks against the network infrastructure is already evident.
One solution to the security concerns is monitoring. Monitoring of large networks has
become an active field both in practice and research. Through monitoring systems, malicious
activities can be identified and analyzed, and knowledge is gained for better protecting the
networks in the future. The work of network administrators can be aided by visualizing the
monitoring data and results of analysis tools. The current security analysis and visualization
tools have been designed for monitoring enterprise networks and do not adequately support
the monitoring of telecommunication networks. One reason is that, in telecommunication
networks, the volume of produced alarms and reports is far bigger than in enterprise
networks and this increases the workload of network administrators. It is also necessary to
understand the specific information, data sources and visualization methods suitable for
telecommunications systems.
This thesis focuses on solving the above problems in network-based intrusion detection
systems (NIDS) that are based on anomaly detection. It presents a graphical user interface
(GUI) concept for the analysis of anomalies in a telecommunications network environment.
The goal of this GUI is to enable efficient exploration of suspicious events within the
monitored network. In this concept, various visualization methods are used in order to enable
a quick visual insight into communications patterns. Two use cases with synthetic data are
used to demonstrate how the GUI facilitates the network administrator’s work in judging the
relevance of alerts and analyzing service usage within a network.
Keywords: network security monitoring, network-based intrusion detection, visualization for
network security, large-scale network analysis
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INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, network management and security have become a key part in
protecting the digital world. Network infrastructure is becoming more and more
complex and its maintenance requires enormous effort from network administrators.
Many working hours are spent on everyday incidents, which must be examined,
categorized, decided how to act upon and preferably prevented in the future. Exhaustion
becomes a major problem as network administrators have to crawl through endless logs,
thousands of daily e-mails and alerts from various appliances. In addition, the increase
of network attacks in terms of coverage, intensity and aggressiveness adds workload to
network administrators. In particular, we are interested in attacks on corporate and
government networks with the aim of stealing confidential information or blackmailing
those whose business model relies on the availability of their services. An example of
this is mobile operators which provide attackers with new attack surfaces. This
additional attack surface emerged, because of recent convergence between traditional
and mobile communications networks. To date, most of the network administrators rely
on open-source tools, custom scripts and manual examination of logs.
One possible solution is to add a Network-based Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) as
an additional layer of protection. NIDSes monitor network traffic and try to identify
malicious activities from normal traffic flow. Such activities could be, e.g., Denial of
Service (DoS) attacks, port scanning, or even attempts to gain illegal access to a
machine. NIDSes in general perform detection and try to facilitate the work of network
administrators. Although they reduce the amount of alerts and reports, NIDSes still tend
to generate tremendous amounts of these [48]. In addition, there are no tailored
solutions for telecommunications networks.
These facts point out the need of a software solution, which is able to cope successfully
with, and efficiently analyze the network traffic, both in real-time and for audit
purposes. Audit trail analysis can be especially useful for discovering compromised
nodes in the network. Hence, a practical and useful graphical user interface for such a
system is needed. This is not an easy task, because the proper information needs to be
extracted and visualized in such a way that points out clearly what has caused the
problem, so that the network administrators can perform appropriate actions in time.
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This thesis is primarily focused on intrusion detection systems in telecommunications
networks, and how to visualize anomalies and attacks in them. Nevertheless, in order for
one to better understand the subject, other relevant topics will be briefly described and
discussed as well. The final goal for this thesis is a graphical user interface concept for
anomaly-based network intrusion detection. The operational environment for such a
monitoring system is a mobile operator network.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, a high level introduction to
intrusion detection will be provided. In addition, the application environment, as well as
the main research problem is presented. The chapter ends with a literature overview of
what has been done in this area so far.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to data and visualizations in security. In it, various data types and
sources, as well as problems related to them are discussed. This chapter ends with the
introduction of diverse visualization methods.
Chapter 4 provides presentation and comparison of several graphical user interfaces for
various monitoring and reporting tools on the market. This chapter ends with a brief
analysis and discussion about these tools.
Chapter 5 proposes a graphical user interface concept. This concept will face some of
the problems discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 5 is finalized with a description of two
use-cases. Their goal is to show how the user interface can benefit the work of a system
administrator.
Chapter 6 is dedicated to analysis and discussion of the achieved results.
Chapter 7 summarizes this thesis and conclusions will be offered to the reader as well.
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2
INTRUSION DETECTION AND SECURITY
MONITORING

This chapter gives a high level overview of the intrusion and security anomaly detection
field. In order for the reader to better understand the current state of development,
requirements, needs and problems in this area, one must have a basic knowledge about
the following expressions and also be acquainted with the terminology related to it:
 intrusion detection
 misuse detection
 anomaly detection
In addition to the definitions and descriptions of the above mentioned terms, a
description of the application environment and discussion about the research problem
will be provided as well. Finally, the chapter ends with a review of prior art in the area
of security visualization.

2.1

Intrusion Detection

The term intrusion is used to explain the process of gaining unauthorized access to a
system. According to SANS Institute intrusion detection (ID) is ―… the act of detecting
actions that attempt to compromise the confidentiality, integrity or availability of a
resource.‖ [1] In other words, intrusion detection is the field of research, which deals
with intrusions and malicious activities in computers, networks and network elements.
An example of the above could be an intruder who uses software and hardware
equipment in combination with computer networks to obtain customers’ credit card
information and passwords from a bank server. An intrusion may also involve the
spreading of malicious software to control infected computers. Intrusion detection is the
method of finding, investigating and reporting unauthorized activities that may break
the confidentiality, integrity or availability of data, services or systems.

2.1.1

Intrusion Detection Systems

Intrusion detection systems (IDS) can be software or hardware, which are deployed on
network or a user computer, attempting to detect malicious activities. They primarily
focus on identifying possible incidents, storing relevant information about these
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incidents in a log, as well as providing reports to the security personnel. There are
different kinds of IDSes including:
 intrusion prevention systems
 network-based intrusion detection systems
 host-based intrusion detection systems
Intrusion Prevention Systems
Intrusion prevention systems (IPS) are similar to IDSes, in that they try to detect
intrusion and raise an alarm, but in addition, they also try to perform countermeasures to
prevent intrusions. Such countermeasures include modifying firewall rules and closing
established connection paths [1].
Network-based Intrusion Detection Systems
Network-based intrusion detection systems (NIDS) specifically monitor network traffic
for intrusions and anomalous behavior. Usually NIDSes are software or hardware
appliances which are deployed in specific places where they can monitor all traffic
within a network. Packets are captured with no interferes to the connection and are then
examined to find unusual traffic. If found, the system is set to raise an alarm, log the
event and in some cases change a firewall rule or even reset the malevolent connection.
By acting passively, NIDSes cannot easily be detected by an intruder. In addition they
do not place significant overhead on the network [1]. However, they are not able to
analyze encrypted or high-volume traffic [4, page 375]. Figure 2.1 depicts a general
NIDS architecture.

Figure 2.1 General Network IDS Architecture. Figure is based on [10]
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Host-based Intrusion Detection Systems
Host-based intrusion detection systems (HIDS) are usually dedicated agents on a host
machine. Their main purpose is to protect the state of that machine by monitoring
different state indicators. These state indicators are typically: system vital files,
currently running processes, network activity, application logs, currently logged in
users, system calls, file system modifications (password files, binaries, databases), or
any other user activity. Usually these systems are resource exhaustive and need to be
installed on every host needing supervision [1].

2.1.2

Defense-In-Depth Strategy

Enterprise infrastructures, like banks or telecommunications networks, are valuable
entities and from a financial point of view are highly profitable as well. It is obvious
that people with enough motivation will attack these infrastructures. Such motivations
may include fame, glory, entertainment and ruthless money making. Therefore, it is
logical that the owners of such infrastructures will want to protect them. Hence,
protecting the infrastructure becomes a vital issue for the economy of a company as it
needs to deal with a large amount of information while maintaining integrity,
availability and confidentiality.
In a computerized system which implements security policies, a well organized incident
response system is crucial. Besides firewalls, anti-virus systems and other security
solutions, IDSes play an important role because they [5]:
 examine the payload of packets and recognize malevolent traffic
 can raise an alarm in real-time
 provide information on scans that the network has been subjected to
 sense attacks initiated by malicious insiders from the internal network
 detect the presence of worms
 allow monitoring of the behavior of users within the network
 allow analysis of defensive measures to be taken into account for future attacks
 indicate the flaws in the system configurations or holes in the network
 show if another security solution did not work in a proper way
 are difficult to detect when they act passively
The broad functionalities described above led some security managers to believe that
IDSes are able to cope with all security issues. Thinking that IDSes ensure total security
of a system can be misleading and could create a false sense of security. Although they
can provide decent security, an IDS acting alone will not be sufficient for various
reasons, some of which are [5, 6]:
 they cannot replace other types of security solutions
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they may drop packets when the amount of traffic increases beyond their
capabilities
they are unable to analyze encrypted streams
their efficiency is reduced as the number of rules increases
they cannot replace security personnel
they need constant rules updates in order to be efficient

IDSes should be used in addition to other security solutions in order to strengthen the
protected system. It is important to realize that IDSes adds an extra layer of protection
to a system. Figure 2.2 depicts the Defense-In-Depth strategy and shows how IDS
contributes to it.

Figure 2.2 Defense-In-Depth Strategy

2.2

Techniques of Intrusion Detection

This section will present different methods used in ID. There is no perfect intrusion
detection method. All of the available methods have advantages and disadvantages and
are best employed depending on the case. Usually an IDS utilizes either one of the two
major ID techniques [2, page 3], these are misuse detection and anomaly detection.
Current trends show that a modern IDS takes advantage of a combination of these two
major methods. In the following two sections, a high level overview of these techniques
is discussed.

2.2.1

Misuse Detection

Misuse detection, also known as signature-based or pattern-based technique, is the most
commonly used method. The concept behind it, is that there is a possibility to represent
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attacks and intrusions or variations of them in the form of a pattern or a signature.
Theses can refer to any combination of measurable or detectable characteristics in
systems which are used to identify malicious activity. These characteristics can be the
attempt to connect to a specific port, to start a process with a certain name, or to detect
an incoming network packets which is known to trigger software vulnerability. Usually
an IDS which employs misuse detection has a huge signature database and all events are
checked against it. If a signature in the database matches the current activity, an alarm is
raised to inform the security personnel. Such systems try to deal with known attack
patterns.
The main concern in misuse detection-based systems is how to express an attack pattern
in a signature that is able to cover all possible variations of this attack, and
simultaneously write signatures which avoid matching legitimate activity. In addition,
these signature databases need to be constantly updated, in order to cope with
contemporary intrusion activities. Figure 2.3 depicts the architecture of a typical misuse
detection-based system.

Figure 2.3 Architecture of a typical misuse detection-based system [2]

2.2.2

Anomaly Detection

Where the misuse detection technique, deals mainly with known attack types and
malicious activities, anomaly detection deals with known and unknown attack types as
well as intrusions. In IDSes which are using anomaly detection method, typically there
are two major assumptions made. The first assumption is that network traffic has clearly
distinguishable characteristics in ―normal‖ condition. Based on these characteristics, a
model or profile for normal activity or behavior can be created. The second assumption
is that any deviation from this profile is not anticipated and may be a result of a
malicious activity [2, 20].
Anomaly Detection as a Process
The concept behind anomaly detection is based on defining a profile for the normal
operation of a system, and then monitoring for deviations from that profile. This is done
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in two phases. The first phase is known as a calibration phase or training phase. In this
phase the system is taught what is assumed to be ―normal‖ data or activity and a model
for this is created. In the second phase, once trained, the system monitors for deviations
from this model. This means that once deviation from the model caused by an activity
of a process is detected, an alarm or notification is raised. [2].
For a NIDS the first phase should consist of training the system with network traffic,
clean of intrusions, in order to create a ―normal‖ profile. In addition to this, the traffic
should contain all possible allowed variations or fluctuations related to the environment
which needs to be monitored [2]. Generating such traffic is not a simple task for the
following four reasons. First, the scale of traffic simulated or generated in a laboratory
environment is nowhere near to the size of the traffic in reality. Second, the variety of
used protocols and their combined distribution cannot be simulated in the training
traffic. Third, all traffic fluctuations or network element failures are difficult to simulate
in laboratory environment. Fourth, if real traffic is used, there are no guarantees that it is
clear of malicious activity [21].
When the model of normal network traffic is created and thresholds are defined, the
second phase begins, and the NIDS monitors the network for deviations from that
model. Once deviation from the profile occurs by crossing a threshold, further
investigation and analysis is required in order to understand if this deviation is intrusive
or not. Typically in practice, this analysis is done by a security expert. Figure 2.4
depicts the architecture of a typical anomaly detection-based system.

Figure 2.4 Architecture of a typical anomaly detection-based system [2]

Accuracy of classification
One of the main concerns with anomaly detection-based systems lies in its origins. It is
important to point out that anomaly detection assumes that all intrusive activities are
anomalous [2, page 3]. But this statement doesn’t exclude that in reality there are also
anomalies which are non-intrusive or violations that are not anomalous. For example, a
non-intrusive anomaly in an NIDS can be an unexpected lack of network connectivity
due to a malfunction in a network device.
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Even though they are non-intrusive, these kinds of anomalies also generate alarms,
known as false alarms or false positives. Once generated, an alarm needs to be analyzed
by a human security expert. This is not a problem when there are only a few generated
alarms, but in reality the amount of alarms is huge and it is difficult to track all of them
[48]. In order to avoid generating false alarms, a proper selection of the threshold levels
for the normal profile in the training phase is required, and again this is not a
straightforward task. First, this is an expensive process because it requires time and
constant updating of the profile metrics. Second, there are also possibilities to set the
threshold levels in such a way, so that the NIDS will not raise an alarm if the intrusive
activity is not anomalous. This is also known as a false negative. From an NIDS
developer’s point of view, these are the two most important and undesired instances. In
order to evaluate the performance of an NIDS in general, it should generate as few as
possible false positives and false negatives [2].
In addition to the false positives and false negatives, there are also two more
occurrences. These are true positives and true negatives. True positives are occurrences
of intrusions, which are correctly marked as anomalous. When observing the network
traffic, an administrator wants legitimate traffic to not be classified as anomalous. These
instances are also known as true negatives.
From a security researcher’s point of view, true positives deserve attention because they
tell about ongoing malicious activity. In addition to this, false positives and false
negatives also deserve attention. This is because the security researcher has to
investigate why they occurred, and possibly provide a solution for these false
occurrences or at least reduce their number.
From a security administrator’s point of view almost every occurrence is risky, except
true negatives. True positives deserve the administrators’ attention, in order for them to
investigate and solve the problem. False positives will be brought to their attention for
no reason, since these are legitimate activities being wrongly detected. Also this might
lead to a scenario in which customers do not have access to their services. This is
known as a denial of service (DoS). Finally, false negatives may lead him to a false
sense of security.
All four types of occurrences are depicted in Figure 2.5. The vertical axis represents
how activity is detected by an NIDS and the horizontal axis shows what the activity
actually is.
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Figure 2.5 False positives, false negatives, true positives and true negatives

Anomaly Detection Methods
There
26 ]:








are various methods for anomaly detection. Some of these are [2, 22, 23, 24, 25,
statistical anomaly detection
predictive pattern-based anomaly detection
threshold-based anomaly detection
machine learning-based anomaly detection
payload-based anomaly detection
protocol-based anomaly detection
graph-based anomaly detection

Statistical anomaly detection method
In the statistical method anomalies are identified based on statistics. This means that the
system’s measurable characteristics are monitored for a period by statistical means, in
order to understand what their typical values are. A model is then created based on the
results. Some of these measurable characteristics include: network traffic
characteristics, values inside packet header fields, resource usage (CPU, memory, I/O),
values inside protocol message fields, a list of processes running on a computer, and a
list of ports typically used for communication. After a model is created, the current
condition of the system is compared to that model and any deviations from it are
considered as anomalous. Once deviation occurs, its severity is evaluated and graded.
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The higher the severity, the higher the grade [22]. For example, if a user in a company
normally sends around fifty to seventy e-mails per day, going over this number by one
or two is anomalous but the severity is low. On the other hand, if the same user goes
over the typical number of e-mails which he sends per day by one hundred, then the
severity of this anomaly is going to be higher, and its grade too. Of course, every case is
different and requires its own customization.
Predictive pattern-based anomaly detection method
In the predictive pattern-based method, occurrences are predicted based on events that
have already occurred. There are two main advantages of using this method. First,
systems based on this method are highly adaptive to changes, and second, once properly
trained, the system can detect and report anomalies within seconds [2].
Threshold-based anomaly detection method
The concept behind the threshold-based method is that predefined thresholds are set for
data deviation monitoring, and once this threshold is crossed, the occurrence is marked
as an anomaly [2]. To some extent the threshold-based method is a combination of the
predictive and statistical methods. The threshold as such is based on previous and
statistical observations. As an example, a network administrator knows how much the
average bandwidth in a network element (NE) is. Thus, he can set the threshold for this
average value, and once it is crossed, an alarm will inform him of this deviation. To
conclude the above, the crucial element in deploying an effective anomaly-based IDS
using the threshold method and creating as few as possible false alarms, is the proper
selection of thresholds levels.
Machine learning-based anomaly detection method
In this method, anomaly detection models are created based again on past behavior, as
in the previous three methods. But this time different machine-learning algorithms are
used. As an example, the learning algorithm analyses previously captured data sets,
which contain network traffic, and after the analysis, a model of the network behavior is
created. After this calibration phase, the monitoring sensor looks for deviations from
that model. One major advantage in this method is that it can automatically adapt to
changes in the network traffic. For example, if an operating system (OS) security update
is distributed to all machines within a local area network (LAN) at same time, it will
generate previously unknown traffic, but an NIDS which uses a machine learning-based
anomaly detection engine, will sense that this traffic is not anomalous [23].
Payload-based anomaly detection method
In a payload-based method, anomaly detection models are based on the payload of a
network packet which is targeting to host’s Internet Protocol (IP) address and specific
port. Additionally, deviation from the model is also calculated based on the payload
size. Once the model is created, all incoming traffic and its payload length (designated
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to a specific port of the target host) is analyzed and matched against the model’s
average payload size. If there is a significant difference between them, an alarm is
raised [24].
Protocol-based anomaly detection method
In this method, anomalies are detected if the protocol in an incoming communication
deviates from the protocol’s standard specification. Since all connection oriented
protocols have state, most of the protocol-based anomaly detectors are built as statemachines. Therefore, these detectors monitor protocols’ transitions from one state to
another, and if there is unanticipated transition, an alarm is raised [25].
Graph-based anomaly detection method
In this anomaly detection method, graphs of hosts and network activity are created.
These graphs visualize how an activity is spreading in a network environment. As an
example, if the graph of an activity becomes huge and tree-like, this activity is
considered as anomalous [26].
All of the above methods have their advantages and disadvantages depending on the
specifics of the target requiring monitoring. In modern IDSes, a combination of various
methods might be employed. But in order to choose the right methods, a prior analysis
of the environment, its features and desired goals, must be undertaken.

2.3

Importance of security anomaly visualization

This section is dedicated to establishing the research scope of this thesis. In order for the
reader to better understand the research problem, one must have a basic idea of the
application environment as well as the issues related to it. In the case of this research,
the application environment is telecommunications networks. One might assume that
this environment is similar to enterprise networks, however this is not quite true.
Though they have some similarities, they also differ in many ways.

2.3.1

Enterprise Networks vs. Telecommunication Environment

Let us imagine a typical enterprise network with its entire sub networks interconnected
together via switches and routers, as a fort. The idea of the fort is to keep the attackers
out. In most cases, there is one entrance point, several guard towers to monitor the wall
of the fort, and a firm control of what goes through the main gate. This is the so called
perimeter defense. In addition, there may be more security layers inside the fort
premises, for example patrolling guards. Similarly in enterprise networks a perimeter
defense regarding the Internet is established, which guards, regulates and secures the
perimeter of the network, like a fort. Most importantly, only those who are authorized
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and approved are allowed inside the fort. Those already inside the fort have specific
permissions and places to be, and they can be monitored, controlled and regulated.
Hence, most of the attacks can be anticipated, detected and deterred directly at the fort’s
wall.
Now let us try to picture the telecommunications network as a nuclear missile silo. A
nuclear missile silo should withstand any attack, no matter where it originates from. The
same applies to a mobile operator’s network. It can be attacked from any direction, any
network element, any protocol etc. Most importantly, it should survive and endure
direct attacks to the core components of its business. In telecommunications, the
infrastructure size is typically huge, and in addition to the elements which are similar to
those in an enterprise network, there are also various Radio Access Networks (RAN).
These RANs create additional attack surface and provide the intruders with new ways to
compromise the infrastructure. Telecommunications networks as such, do not control
how RANs are used. There are various points of contact which are not under the control
of a single entity. This requires security policies with wide ranges. In some cases,
packets flow without restraints, thus the ―deny everything‖ approach is not applicable
here [7, 8]. Figure 2.6 shows the general architecture of a contemporary
telecommunications network.

Figure 2.6 Architecture of a contemporary telecommunications network [45]

2.3.2

Main Problem with Security Visualization

Two questions will arise immediately from looking at Figure 2.6. The first is ―What to
Monitor?‖ And the second ―How to visualize it?‖ Discussion about these questions is
provided in the following two sections.
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What to monitor?
Users of enterprise networks are employees, thus the employer has control over his
employees’ communications. Furthermore, the employer owns the network. In
telecommunications networks the majority of users are subscribers, thus their
communications are protected by legislation. Consequently, in enterprise networks,
security administrators have more rights to observe and inspect the ingoing and
outgoing traffic on a packet level, than in telecommunications networks.
Another issue for security administrators in enterprise networks, is firewall
configuration. An administrator can set firewall, for example in a way that in the
beginning he closes all available ports and then opens only the ones which are needed in
order to ensure communication between parties. In telecommunications networks is the
other way around. There are domains in which security administrator should leave all
available communications towards subscribers open, and will close only the ones which
are previously known to be used for malicious activities (See Section 2.3.1). This is
done in order to ensure the interoperability with other mobile operators and the
resources which are outside the premises of the network.
Although the administrators in mobile operator networks have to monitor much more
traffic than their colleagues in enterprise networks, their task is easier in one sense,
because they are not allowed to look at the payload. But the hard part is that in mobile
operator networks, there are more connections, more complexities and more alarms.
Thus, the administrators in mobile operator networks have to process much more
information than the security officers in enterprise networks.
In addition to this, given that nowadays mobile telecommunications networks are
converging with fixed networks, telecommunications customers are no longer secure
behind ―walled gardens.‖ This means that the attackers no longer need to be physically
close to their victims. Intruders can attack their victims remotely, for example straight
from their homes. One can conclude from the above that security solutions, such as
IDSes, for telecommunications networks are immature in comparison with those of
enterprise networks.
As it already has been discussed in Section 2.1.2, telecommunications networks are
valuable and profitable. It is obvious that somebody with enough motivation will attack
this infrastructure, for various reasons, such as fame and glory. Yet at the same time, it
is obvious that the owner will want to defend their profitable infrastructure. But another
issue is that of where monitoring devices should be placed in order to capture the whole
ingoing and outgoing traffic. In Figure 2.7, a proposition for key points where IDSes
should be deployed is presented.
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Figure 2.7 High-level overview of a telecommunications network with deployed IDSes

How to visualize it?
Here we come to our second question, how to visualize the malicious activities? More
particularly, how to visualize anomalies regardless of whether they are malicious or not,
in the environment of telecommunications networks.
The constantly increasing amount of network attacks and ever growing complexity of
networks, require better network traffic monitoring tools for security administrators.
These tools should be able to determine and assess attacks and anomalies as quickly as
possible. As we can see in Figure 2.7, network can be monitored from various places. In
addition, there is too much data to be handled manually [48]. One possible solution to
this is to employ data visualization.
Visualization is usually not associated with network security, but it is a good way to
summarize and understand a large amount of network data. Different visualization
methods can be employed to form an overall image, in order for the security
management to understand the current situation quickly and easily. Benefits from this
are that it saves time and money. Money is saved, by requiring fewer security
administrators to browse through the logs manually.
To narrow down the problem, let us take the following example. From a security
network administrator’s point of view, there is an enormous amount of data generated
even by small networks and sub-networks. It is almost impossible to check all reports,
and log files, perform monitoring in real time, set configuration files, and maintain a
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holistic situational awareness all at the same time. Even if there is an appropriate
distribution of well trained security staff dedicated to each one of these purposes, this is
still a demanding and time consuming task. Going deeper into the problem, in addition
to the normal logs and reports, IDSes tend to generate massive amounts of false alarms
(See Section 2.2.2), and all of them deserve attention from the security team. In Figure
2.8, we can see a practical example from an alarm log file.

Figure 2.8 Screen shot of an alarm log file from Snort

The example in Figure 2.8 is a screen shot from the alarm report of one of the most
popular IDSes on the market—Snort. Although it is a very detailed report and it
provides enough information in order to investigate and solve the problem, it is a
difficult and slow process to browse through it manually. The conclusion from this is
that this information needs to be shown in a different way. In a way that obviously
highlights the problem, and it’s causes. Following the scope of this thesis, an innovative
Graphical User Interface (GUI) for an anomaly-based NIDS operating in the mobile
telecommunications environment is needed (Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9 Visual representation of the research problem

2.4

Prior art

In this section literature overview and prior art of what has been done so far in security
visualization is going to be provided to the reader. Although lot of research has been
done in intrusion detection systems for enterprise networks, the situation is not the same
with telecommunication networks. This is because until recently, the mobile subscribers
were secure inside ―walled gardens‖, and almost nothing could happen to them caused
by malicious outsiders. But now, when IP has taken over the traditional way of
connecting in telecommunication environment, the need for different security
mechanisms has increased. Nevertheless, some attempts have been done in this area as
well.
One of the pioneers in data visualization area is Edward Tufte. In his book, ―The Visual
Display of Quantitative Information‖, he proves that data visualization can do much
more than just substitute small statistical tables. The book explains how to display data
for precise, effective and quick analysis [9].
Another work in the area of information visualization is the book ―Information
Visualization – Perception for Design‖ by Colin Ware. In this book, the key principles
for the creation of information visualizations are presented. These include cognitive
principles and a guide to the human visual perception. The book justifies that human
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brain tends to perceive better and faster combination of colors, images and shapes than
digits and strings [11].
One of the most comprehensive overview of network visualization is provided in [15]
by Martin Dodge and Rob Kitchin. In the book, the authors summarize hundreds of
different network visualization projects and innovative visualization techniques, which
help to better understand the cyber world.
In [17] visual symbols are proposed by Hilary Hosmer, in order to facilitate report of
security incident to the security personnel and management. The author discusses that
visual attack scenarios help defenders to see the ambiguities, vulnerabilities and
imprecision in a system, thus speeding up the risk analysis, selection of the security
solutions and information security trainings of the personnel.
Going deeper in the area of information and network visualizations, we move towards
security visualization. One of the most active persons in this area is Raffael Marty,
author of the book: ―Applied Security Visualization‖ [12]. In the book, he introduces an
information visualization process that describes, how network data from different
sources, should be transformed into a visual representation. This is done in order to
make it easier and faster for the network administrators to detect anomalies,
vulnerabilities and other security incidents. This information visualization process
consists of six steps. These steps are: define the problem, assess available data, process
information, visual transformation, view transformation, interpret and decide.
In [16] a prototype design tool from the Harris Corporation is presented by Ronda
Henning and Kevin Fox. The name of the tool is Network Vulnerability Tool (NVT). It
visually depicts a network topology and generates a vulnerability evaluation window
with results from proactive scans and vulnerability database.
In [18] Philip Varner and John Knight prove that visualization should be the next focus
of intrusion detection systems. This is because with graphical monitoring it is easier to
react to undesirable events, thus increasing survivability of a system.
Bearavolu et al. [13] present in their study a novel visualization tool that provides
holistic multi-level security monitoring of an entire IP address space on one screen.
Different tests conducted by them show that by visualizing simultaneously traffic
activity at different levels, they are able to discover new relationships and patterns in
this traffic, that otherwise would have been unnoticed by the total volume of
unprocessed information and difficulty of gathering and analyzing this data.
In [19] Soon Tee Teoh et al. demonstrate how with using visualization methods it is
easier to detect and analyze anomalies as well as to characterize Internet routing
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behavior and insecurity. In addition to this, authors are proving that, with non-visual
security methods it is more difficult to correlate events and to distinguish between
different types of autonomous systems (AS) route changes.
In [14] Fabian Fisher et al. present a system called NFlowVis which is able to analyze
intrusion detection and flow data. Their user interface follows a drill-down technique, in
which administrator is guided from the abstract overview of the overall network activity
to aggregated views of IDS data.
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3

DATA AND VISUALIZATIONS IN SECURITY

In this chapter various data types and sources, as well as some common problems
related to this area are discussed. In an addition, an introduction to some visualization
methods is also offered.

3.1

Security Data

Before exploring the topic of security visualization, the reader must know and
understand the data which needs to be visualized. He needs to know the answer of the
questions ―What is security data?‖ and ―Where can data be extracted from?‖ There is no
separate class, which is labeled security data. Every record, which is useful for finding
and solving security issues, regardless of its source (network elements, transaction
records, OS log files etc.), can be considered security data.
Here are the definitions of some of the terms which are going to be used in the
following sections of this thesis. Definitions are extracted from Common Event
Expression (CEE) White Paper published by The Mitre Corporation [27].
Event
An event is an observable situation or modification within an environment that occurs
over a period of time. An event may be a specific state or a state change of a system [12,
27].
Each event can be described or recorded. In a typical situation an individual record is
frequently called log entry.
Log Entry
A log entry is a single record involving details from one or more events. A log entry is
sometimes referred to as an event log, event record, alert, alarm, log message, log
record, or audit record [12, 27].
Log
A log is the collection of one or more log entries typically written to a local log file, a
database, or sent across the network to a server. A log may also be referred to as a log
file, an audit log, or an audit trail [12, 27].
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3.1.1

Data types

Security data can be divided in two main categories. These are time-series data and
static data or configuration data [12, Chapter 2].
Time series data
Any data which can be attributed to a specific moment in time is called time-series data.
The perfect example of time-series data is a log record. In a typical case every log
record has a timestamp coupled with it, which marks the time when an activity has been
logged. The timestamp does not identify the exact time when the event has occurred;
instead the timestamp identifies when the log record was generated and stored [12,
Chapter 2].
Static data
The other major type of data is static data. This means that any data which is not
associated with a specific moment in time is static data. Files and documents are typical
examples of such data. In addition, any information about the users or machines in an
environment is considered also as static data. In some specific cases, static data can
also be observed as time-series data. Such a case could be, a system administrator
checking when the last modification was made to configuration file from a data base
server [12, Chapter 2].

3.1.2

Data sources

There are various sources from which security data can be extracted. The following
descriptions of data sources are ordered, according to the Network Stack as depicted in
Figure 3.1 [3, Chapter 2], starting with Packet Capturers and moving towards
Applications.

Figure 3.1 Data sources
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Packet captures
The first possible sources of information according to the Network Stack are network
packet capturers. Network packets are physically received by network interface. From
this point, packets are passed to the operating system, and the network driver is
responsible for extracting the information encoded in the packets. After this, the packets
are analyzed layer by layer, and passed up to the corresponding network protocol in the
stack. The moment in which a packet is recorded in a log is immediately after a network
packet is passed from the network element to the operating system.
The biggest advantage in recording the packets at this point, is that all the data,
including the payload, is present for recording. This means that no higher level protocol
from the network stack is used to filter or remove information from the packet. Contrary
to this, the biggest disadvantage, in recording packets at this point, is that no higher
level protocol intelligence from the network stack can be applied. One can only guess at
what information the packet is carrying, based on previous experience, but it is
unknown how the packet is going to be interpreted by the application to which is
designated.
There are various applications for capturing packets available on the Internet, but
undoubtedly, the most popular one is Wireshark [28, 29, 30]. It works by listening to a
network interface, taking the raw traffic, then displaying the captured traffic and
analyzing the individual protocol headers [28].
Traffic flows
Moving up the network stack, one level above packet capturers is traffic flows. It is
important to mention at this point, that by moving up the network stack, some
information is dropped away which is available at the lower levels. Traffic flows are
captured on routers and switches and they operate in the transport layer of the network
stack. This means that the information from the layers above transport layer, such as the
application layer, is still not available. Almost all of the major network equipment
vendors are supporting their own protocol or format to record the traffic flows. For
example, Cisco has NetFlow [31], Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standardizes
IPFIX [32] and Juniper supports cFlowd [33]. Nevertheless, all of these formats are
more or less similar, and the only major difference between them is the transport
methods which use, to collect the flows from the network element.
In addition, it is also possible to collect traffic flows on a host, instead of from a router.
One possible solution is ARGUS. ARGUS works by collecting the captured packets and
then translating them into traffic flow [34].
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Firewall logs
Typically firewalls operate in the transport layer of the network stack. Some newer
generation firewalls operate in the application layer and employ various techniques like
application inspection, deep packet inspection and protocol analysis. In this thesis
traditional functionality of firewalls is discussed.
Log entries generated by firewalls are very similar to the ones generated by traffic
flows. The major difference between them is the addition of information in the firewall
log, namely, whether a packet was passed through or blocked.
Intrusion detection and prevention logs
Nowadays it is almost impossible to implement a secure IT infrastructure without
employing IDSes. At this point in the discussion, the reader already knows how a
typical IDS works (See Chapter 2), and he is aware that IDS does not log every activity,
but only the ones which are violating a specific rule. Thus, use cases in which an IDS
log can be used are reduced. This means that in most cases, logs from other resources
are needed in addition to the logs from IDSes, in order to see the whole picture of how
an attack was conducted and assess its impact to the system.
Passive network analysis
Operating on the same level of the network stack as firewalls and IDSes, are passive
network analysis (PNA) tools. These applications passively listen on the network and
capture traffic. Their purpose is to extract various meta-information about the
communicating hosts. Using different heuristic methods they are able to determine the
hosts’ operating systems, as well as various services and applications used by them. One
of the most popular open source tools for passive analysis is called p0f [35].
Operating system logs
In some cases, it is more useful to log and analyze information about the end systems
rather than network-based information. One of the biggest advantages, is that operating
system log files consists of information recorded by the kernel itself. Two kinds of data
can be categorized in a typical operating system environment. These are near real-time
information and state information.
Near real-time operating system information records status changes which occurred to
the system. Typical information enclosed in this kind of data consists of: operating
system logins, file auditing (file creation, changes to the file, file deletion), system
restarts or shutdowns, actions executed as a different user, as well as resource errors,
like hard disk failure. Of course each case is different and under specific circumstances,
an operating system can log many more other activities, but this heavily depends on the
system’s configuration and the purpose for which it is used [12, Chapter 2].
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Additional information which can be monitored is the state of an operating system.
Typically every operating system is shipped with its own tools to monitor and extract
such information. Examples of this kind of information are: network status (including
all related network information, like list of available network interfaces), input/output
statistics for hard drives, CPU and memory, list of the constantly running processes as
well as their ID number, memory utilization and initiator of the process. In practice
security administrators utilize such information with the usage of the embedded tools
shipped with the OS. Collection for Windows OS tools is available in [36]. Monitoring
of state information is also possible remotely and each OS has its own tools and
methods to retrieve this information.
Application log files
Traditionally, the area of log analysis is reserved for the lower levels of the network
stack. Nonetheless, in some cases only logs from the application layer are suitable to
provide enough information in order to solve a security issue. This is because
information about the username, web address or database query are stored only on a
data source from the application layer. There are three most typical data sources from
which one can extract application layer log info [12, Chapter 2]. These are logs from:
 web proxies
 mail server logs
 databases
Web proxies are interesting because in addition to logging just the network connection,
they also log the exact web requests associated with this particular connection. Another
benefit is that if the proxy server is set in a way that will allow only legitimate users
after authentication, it will also log the corresponding user name and password for the
person who tries to access this web resource.
Mail server logs deserve attention as well. This is because after analyzing the
relationship between the corresponding parties in a mail exchange, a security officer can
derive the social circle of malicious insiders and use the information for information
leak protection.
And third, there are also benefits from analyzing database server log files. This is
because by default, a database log contains info about startups, shutdowns, errors and, if
the authentication is turned on, logins as well. This type of information is especially
important for diagnostic purposes.
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3.1.3

Common Problems

During the quest for extracting, visualizing and analyzing data, three major problems
are inevitable. These are
 incomplete information
 parsing information
 non-synchronized time
Incomplete data
One of the challenges of working with data, is incomplete information. Some data is
always missing which would be needed to put the complete story together when
investigating a pre-recorded set of log files. Incomplete data can be either a missing log
record, or an entire missing log file. Solution for this problem is proper log management.
System administrators should make sure that all log files are consistently collected. In
addition, they need to be prepared with possible use-cases for investigating problems.
This is because use-cases dictate how to deploy proper logging architecture, as well as
how, and from where data should be collected and aggregated.
Additionally, the case maybe that a security administrator wants to log a specific feature,
but there is no way to log it, due to the fact that there is no such embedded function to
log this specific information in the product. The CEE standard developers are currently
working at preparing a set of logging recommendations that vendors should implement
in their appliances. However, published standard exists at the time of writing this thesis.
Non-synchronized time
Another common problem is with recording the timestamp in the log files. In case
collection of the data is from sources in different time zones, the time zone should be
indicated in the log, otherwise there will be confusion in the order of the occurred
events. In addition to this, the granularity of recording and collecting of the occurrences
should be adequate to the event. For example, financial transactions are very time
sensitive and even small differences of a milliseconds can be crucial in analyzing them
later on.
Besides the problem with the timestamp in log files, the clock synchronization of the
nodes itself also poses a problem. It is possible that the internal clocks of several
distributed machines differ. This is because, even when these clocks are initially set
accurately, real clocks will differ after some amount of time due to clock drift. Clock
drift is caused by clocks counting time at somewhat different rates. In a distributed
environment this is especially important, because distributed nodes need to realize the
same global time. One possible solution is to employ usage of network time protocol
(NTP).
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Parsing information
One of the most common problems working with log files is translating data from one
format to another. This process is also known as parsing, and tools which automate this
process are known as parsers. The definition of a parser provided in [12] is:
―A computer program that breaks down text into organized strings of characters for
further analysis.‖
This means that a text file, a log record for example, is selected. Individual parts in it are
identified, and then transformed into another data format. This is especially important
when working with visualization tools. First, because almost every tool has its own data
format, which is taken as an input, in order to generate visualizations. Second, usually
tools do not contain built-in parsers which can be used to directly read or extract
information from a log file. In addition, as yet is no standard form in which events
should be recorded, and there is no one parser that could be used to analyze all of the
various existing logging formats.

3.2

Visualization methods

Once it is clear what data needs to be analyzed and what information is encoded in it, a
decision how to visually represent this data needs to be made. However, this is not a
straightforward process. This is because various visualization methods exist, and each
one has its own advantages and disadvantages [12, Chapter 3]. Some of these
visualization methods are: pie charts, bar charts, line charts, link graphs, scatter plots
and the usage of colors in graphs.
Pie charts
One of the most popular and widespread methods to visually represent data is through
pie charts. Pie charts are circular charts, divided into sectors, and they typically present
the percentage of a whole. They are good for visualizing static data. One of their biggest
disadvantages is that they are able to visualize only a small amount of different values.
This is because if too many values are used, the chart becomes illegible. If many
different values need to be represented, another visualizing method should be
considered instead. In Figure 3.2, examples of legible and illegible pie charts are
presented.
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Figure 3.2 Examples of legible (left) and illegible (right) pie charts

Bar charts
This is a type of chart with rectangular bars, whose length is proportional to the values
of the represented data. In a typical case the bars are plotted vertically, but horizontal
plotting is also possible. Bar charts are primarily used to represent static data. It is
preferable, whenever possible, that the y-axis of a bar chart start from zero. This is in
order to make the comparison between individual graphs easier. In addition, if the bars
do not start from zero, it is misleading and may cause confusion. An example of how
the same data can be represented in different ways using bar charts is shown in Figure
3.3.
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Figure 3.3 Examples of proper (left) and misleading (right) bar charts

Line charts
This is a type of chart which is created by connecting a series of data points together
with a line. Line charts are best at representing continuous data and are especially useful
for showing trends. It is very easy and fast to identify whether continuous data is
showing an upwards or downwards trend. It is important to point out at this point, that
occasionally neither is the case. This is just because the data can be random by nature.
An example of a line chart is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 Example of a line chart

Link graphs
Link graphs, also known as semantic graphs, event graphs, network maps or link maps,
are a kind of visualization method which consists of nodes and edges connecting the
nodes. In directed link graphs there are arrows in-between, which represent the direction
of the participating nodes. The perfect example here is representing the source and
destination parties which participate in a network connection. Example of this can be
seen in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5 Example of a link graph

Scatter plots
Scatter plots, also known as scatter charts, scatter graphs and scatter diagrams are
another very popular and widespread method to visualize data. In this method, data is
presented as a collection of points on a two dimensional coordinate system, and their
purpose is to display the relationship between two variables, if any. They are best
utilized to detect clusters and trends in data. Often in computer security this reveals if a
given host is under port-scan attack. This is done when a set of destination IP addresses
from a firewall log file are plotted against the ports of these destination addresses. An
example of a scatter plot, which shows that a host is under port-scan attack, can be seen
in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 Example of a scatter plot which visualizes a port scan attack

Usage of colors in graphs
The usage of colors in graphs is not only to improve the aesthetics of the image, but can
also represent an additional data feature in the graphs. It is important to emphasize at
this point, that the usage of similar colors in a graph can cause difficulty in
distinguishing differing data, so this should be avoided. This is the reason why the
usage of colors is employed only in visualizing a small set of data values. In addition, it
is a good practice to use colors which are culturally well accepted color assignments,
like the colors of traffic lights. An example of how colors can support a report file from
an IDS is shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7 Example of a color usage in a report from IDS
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3.3

Information visualization process

Now that the reader is acquainted with the various types of data, data sources and
visualization methods, it is appropriate to describe the whole information visualization
process. This process consists of six main steps, which are [37, 12, Chapter 4]:
 define the problem
 access available data
 process information
 visual transformation
 view transformation
 interpret and decide
Define the problem
Information visualization can be a very challenging and demanding task, and it is not a
straightforward process. It is very important that the goal or objective of the
visualization is clearly defined at the very beginning. Information visualization should
not be data driven, instead it should be use-case driven. The main questions for which
the user must be prepared are:
 What is the user is interested in?
 What questions need to be answered by the graph which is about to be
generated?
 What is it that the user wants to understand, communicate and explore?
 What is the user expecting to see?
 What would the use like to see?
This is the reason why the very first step of the visualization process should be defining
the problem and establishing a goal [12, Chapter 4].
Access available data
Going further into the process, the next logical step after the definition of the problem is
ascertaining what type of data is needed, and where it can be extracted in order to solve
the defined problem. Of course there is no guarantee that this info is always available or
that it will solve the issue, but it is worthy to try. Let us take the following example. A
system administrator needs to understand what kinds of attacks are performed against
the company in which he is working for, and also determine the geographical locations
of the places from which attacks originate. In this case he needs the IDS logs from the
NIDS which is deployed outside of the firewall border. This is because the log file
generated by the firewall does not include such information (see Section 3.1.2).
Process information
Once the problem is defined and the source of data is available, the next step is to
process the information. It happens very often in practice that the available data is not in
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the right format. Thus, this data need to be transformed (parsed) into a format suitable
for the security administrator, so that he can visualize and process it further (See Section
3.1.3). In addition to this it may be that there is too much redundant initial information,
which is not relevant for the defined goals and tasks. This is the right place for the
administrator to choose what to include and what to exclude from the selected data.
Visual transformation
The output from the previous steps should be data which is already selected, translated
(parsed) and ready to be visualized. The next step in order for the security administrator
to understand where the problem originates from is to choose which visualization
method to use. This is another crucial point, because every visualization method is
suitable for different purposes (See Section 3.2). Two very useful tools for this task are
enclosed as appendices to this thesis. The first tool (Appendix A) is a table which
summarizes different visualization methods. For each of the visualization methods, the
graph summarizes the following features:
 number of data dimensions that can be visualized
 maximum number of data amount that can reasonably be displayed for each
visualization method
 type of data which suits best the visualization method
 basic use-case scenario for which to use each graph
 sample security related application
 example to demonstrate the use of the method
The second tool (Appendix B) is a flow chart, which helps to decide what visualization
method to be used in order to visualize the available data. Both tools are extracted from
[12, Chapter 3].
View transformation
In addition to the previous step, often in practice it happens that the chosen visualization
methods are not necessarily the ones which will help to solve the problem. This means
the system administrator needs to test several methods to check which one will suit him
best. However, it may be that there is nothing wrong with the chosen visualization
methods, but that the selected data is wrong or insufficient (See Section 3.1.3). In this
case the security administrator needs to go a few steps back, repeat some of the steps
and fetch the required data.
Interpret and decide
In an ideal scenario, after going through all of the previous steps, the security
administrator will end up with many graphs and possibly one of them will either show
the solution to the problem, or will meet the required goal. However, very often the
achieved result is not satisfying and established goals are not met. In this case the
security administrator has to repeat the whole process again. Nevertheless, this is still a
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very valuable experience, because the produced graphs may give him an insight to what
is still missing or may show him another problem of was previously unaware. In Figure
3.8 all of these six visualization steps are visually represented.

Figure 3.8 The six steps of information visualization process [12]
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4
COMPARISON OF MONITORING USER
INTERFACES

In keeping with the scope of this thesis, the following approach has been used in order
to develop a GUI concept for an anomaly-based NIDS, designed for the mobile operator
network environment. Firstly, a description of various security and network monitoring
tools currently available on the market is given. Subsequently, a comparison and
analysis of these tools is presented, in order to highlight useful features and practices
and at the same time to exclude those that are irrelevant.

4.1

Description of the tools

Tools are evaluated based on the features of their GUIs, such as the usage of different
colors, sizes, shapes and other visualization techniques. The evaluation of their core
functionality, for instance their algorithms and methods is out of the scope of this
comparison.
For the evaluation specific tools were chosen. An IPS tool, an IDS tool, a management
tool for IDS and IPS solutions, a log monitoring and reporting tool, a vulnerability
scanner and a network monitoring tool. These are:
 Sourcefire IPS - IPS
 Cisco IDS Event Viewer - IDS
 StoneGate Management Center – management tool
 Splunk - log monitoring and reporting tool
 Nessus - vulnerability scanner
 Cacti - network monitoring tool
Sourcefire IPS
Sourcefire IPS is a network security system based on Snort, which is an open-source
intrusion detection engine and is considered as a de facto standard in the industry [43].
Sourcefire’s GUI utilizes several different visualizations methods, such as:
 usage of colors
 bar charts
 line charts
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In addition, it allows customizable and adjustable way of ordering the main screen. An
example of a customized overview can be seen in Figure 4.1. In this case, the
administrator has built his own event summary view. It shows that for monitoring
purposes, the security administrator is interested in changes in the network events and if
any rules or policies have been violated in the past one hour.

Figure 4.1 GUI of Sourcefire IPS [44]

Cisco IDS Event Viewer
Cisco IDS Event viewer is an application written in Java, which enables managing and
monitoring alarm reports from a limited amount of sensors. At the time of writing this
thesis, the limited amount of sensors is five [41]. This tool supports monitoring of
alarms in real-time and/or performs investigation from an imported log file.
Alarms are visualized in a table and are separated into four categories. These are Low,
Medium, High and Informational, and are colored correspondingly with yellow, orange,
red and blue. A user can order them according their categories for a better overview. In
Figure 4.2, a screenshot from Cisco’s IDS Event Viewer is shown.
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Figure 4.2 GUI of Cisco IDS event viewer [41]

StoneGate Management Center
StoneGate Management Center is a solution from Stonesoft, which allows users to
control all of Stonesoft’s other products, as well as manage products from other
manufacturers in real-time from a single point. This system provides a single user
interface which allows unified configuration, as well as monitoring and reporting of
used products via a singular tool in the same user session. Stonesoft has decided to
employ many visualization techniques in their user interface. Some of them are:
 colors
 link graphs
 pie charts
 line charts
 bar charts
Examples of the above mentioned methods can be seen in Figure 4.3. In addition, the
Management Center’s user interface is customizable and each user can include or
exclude various modules and put them in an order which suits him best. A security
administrator can chose to create his own overview from an empty template or can use
one of the default overviews. An example of a sample overview configuration can be
seen in Figure 4.4. In this example, the system administrator has chosen to monitor
general system status characteristics, traffic flow, statistical charts of systems and
network operations, as well as the geographical location of the monitored systems [42].
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Figure 4.3 Some of the visualization methods used in Stonesoft’s Management Center [42]

Figure 4.4 Sample overview of configuration in Stonesoft’s Management Center [42]

Splunk
Splunk is a monitoring and reporting tool designed for system administrators. That
which distinguishes this tool from other solutions in this area is its search capabilities
and usability. Splunk is able to crawl in-depth through any kind of data sources given to
it as a feed, and indexes this data in a searchable repository. After the data is stored,
Splunk is able to generate graphs, reports and alerts based on this data. The main
purpose of Splunk is to help system administrators with audit trailing in order to
diagnose, identify and narrow the focus of investigating the problem with the aim of
finding its causes.
As seen in Figure 4.5, a screen in Splunk’s GUI is divided into four major parts. These
are:
 search bar
 time line
 log record view
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field selector

In Splunk, searching interacts with imported content in a similar way to that of a search
in Google. The content is filtered and highlighted, based on the user’s query. In
addition, the search language is easy and it supports auto-complete functionality, which
greatly boosts the usability of the product.
The time line in Splunk visualizes the number of occurrences with a bar chart. The
selection of the occurrences is done in three ways. First, are the results which match the
queries from the search bar. Second, they can be selected from a calendar by pressing
the corresponding button on the time line. And third, a user can browse by dragging the
time line itself to the left and right. All occurrences are equally important and their
intensity is shown with green bars.
Once the preferred time frame is selected and the desired occurrence is found, on the
lower part of the screen is shown the actual log record or records corresponding to this
event. Besides that, from the field selector on the left part of the screen, a user can
include or exclude more fields from the imported data, which are associated with this
event. If the operator is aware of what he is searching for, he can directly use this field
selector instead of typing a query into the search bar.

Figure 4.5 GUI of Splunk

Nessus
Nessus is the most popular vulnerability scanning and analysis tool [30], and it is
designed to detect known security problems. One of the biggest advantages of Nessus is
its client-server architecture. Server parts can be deployed at various strategic points in
the network, and multiple distributed clients or a single central client can perform tests
remotely. The server side is that which actually performs the checks. In a typical
operation, these checks are actually port scans. After the port scanning is done, it tries
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various exploits on the open ports. In addition to these checks, Nessus can use operating
systems credentials, in order to examine existing patches and updates, as well as
perform password auditing by using dictionary attacks and brute force methods. In
Nessus’ client side, configuration and reporting functionality are provided.
Nessus supports various types of security audits, such as [40]:
 credentialed and un-credentialed port scanning
 network-based vulnerability scanning
 credential-based patch audits for Windows and most Unix platforms
 credentialed configuration auditing of most Windows, Unix platforms
 robust and comprehensive credentialed security testing of 3rd party applications
such as iTunes, JAVA, Skype and Firefox
 custom and embedded web application vulnerability testing
 SQL database configuration auditing
 Cisco Router configuration auditing
 software enumeration on Unix and Windows
 testing anti-virus installations for out-of date signatures and configuration errors
In Figure 4.6, a screenshot from Nessus’ GUI is available. This is a screenshot from its
client part which is accessible through a web browser. As seen in the screenshot, reports
of different issues are divided into three groups. These are high, medium, low and are
colored with red, yellow and green accordingly.

Figure 4.6 GUI of Nessus’ client part
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Cacti
Cacti is an open source, web-based tool for local or remote monitoring of different
equipment and devices. The operation of Cacti can be divided into three main steps.
These are:
 retrieving of data
 store data
 present data
The first of Cacti’s main purposes is to poll data from the source at predetermined
intervals of time. Cacti provides multiple data acquisitions methods [38], but the most
common one for remote retrieving uses the Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP). This means that any appliance which supports SNMP is eligible to provide
information as a feed for Cacti and can be monitored by it.
The second step is to store the data. Often in such cases, the storing of data is done in a
relational database or in a file. Cacti uses a different approach and stores its data in a
Round Robin Database (RRD) by using the RRD Tool. The RRD is a system to store
and display time series data, like network bandwidth, CPU load and hard disk
utilization. It allows storing of the data in compact way and its primary advantage is that
this saves space [38, 39].
The third step is to visually represent the fetched data by using different visualization
methods, for example graphs. Cacti offers many predefined templates for creating
graphs. The most commonly used ones are line charts. This is because Cacti’s primary
function is to visualize time-series data, and line charts are best at representing such
type of data. In addition to this, Cacti’s visualizing methods employ the usage of colors
to represent more than one feature in the same graph. A screenshot of Cacti’s GUI is
shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7 GUI of Cacti

4.2

Comparison and analysis

Compared to the old fashioned way of browsing manually through log files, a lot of
work has been done in the past few years on security visualizations. This is true both in
commercial and open-source products. Although some complex issues can be solved
only by manually browsing through logs, this method is slow and it is not applicable in
large scale networks. This is especially valid in a mobile operator network environment
in which traffic volume is much bigger than that of enterprise networks. Comparison of
the GUIs and their features from the above selected tools are summarized in Table 1.
It is interesting to note several trends in contemporary network and security tools which
employ visualization methods. One of the trends is the usage of colors. All of the
reviewed tools utilize colors as a method to represent some hierarchy or severity of an
issue or event. The possibility for remote access is utilized by almost all of these
solutions. Another trend is that almost all of these products employ line charts in order
to visualize continuous data, as well as pie charts to visualize the percentage of a whole.
The exception here is the tool from Cisco as it uses colors but not graphs. Going further,
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it appears that the input information given to the tools as a feed is in the form of various
types of log files. This is not applicable for Nessus solution. Nessus performs its own
active scan of the desired target system and takes a snapshot of it as an input for further
analysis. Another interesting trend in this review is that almost all of the tested solutions
provide the user with functionality to customize their user interface. This is because
different administrators have different working styles. This improves the usability of the
products and the issues’ resolution time.
One of the few features in which these tools differentiate, is with their reporting
mechanisms. It should be taken into account that each of these tools has different
functionalities and they are developed for different purposes, so this should not be
considered as a drawback in their implementation. For example, Stonesoft and
Sourcefire’s solutions provide customization in their reporting functionalities. In
addition, the solution from Sourcefire provides a default quick summary report (Figure
4.8). On the other hand Cisco’s IDS and Nessus provide their reports in a table (Figure
4.2 and Figure 4.6). Cacti’s report consists of a list of predefined graphs (Figure 4.7)
and the report from Splunk shows the raw log file associated with the selected event
(Figure 4.5). There is one more distinguishable characteristic in Splunk. This is its
modular architecture design. While other implementations are using a monolith
architecture type, in which all functionalities are already defined and implemented,
Splunk provides the user with the opportunity to import more applications, even those
written by third parties. This is in order to take advantage of Splunk’s GUI
implementation. This agrees with the idea presented in Section 3.3, namely that the
information visualization process should be use-case driven, not data driven. This
functionality enables the solution from Splunk to import modules for different problem
scenarios and use-cases which need to be solved.

Figure 4.8 Screenshot of a report from Sourcefire system [44]
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Table 1 Summary of GUI features comparison
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Manageme Event
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Viewer
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none
Type of input
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log

log

log

Resolving
problem
starting point

customized
screen

customized
screen

Error
information

summary
report;
customized
report

customized
report

summary
in a
colored
table
list of
triggered
alarms in
a table

Splunk

Nessus

Cacti

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

line chart,
pie chart,
bar chart
log

line chart

line chart,
pie chart

snapshot
/report
from a
scan
summary
in a
colored
table
list of
ports in a
table as
well as
vulnerabilit
ies and
their
severity to
the system
related to
them

log via
SNMP

customized
screen

raw log(s)
associated
with the
selected
event

customize
d list of
graphs
peaks
and
downfalls
in a
graphs
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5
SECURITY VISUALIZATION
DEMONSTRATION

In this chapter I will present my GUI concept of an anomaly-based NIDS for a mobile
operator network environment. First, a short description about the system for which this
interface is designed is provided. Then, a screenshot from the default view of this
concept is presented. After this, each individual element is introduced and its
functionalities are explained. Henceforward, a section with outlining the GUI
requirements when implementing a prototype based on this GUI is offered. The chapter
ends with the descriptions of two imaginary use-cases in which this interface can
facilitate the work of a network administrator, in order to solve complex environment
problems and perform root cause analysis.

5.1

GUI concept

Keeping the general workflow of system and network administrators in mind, I have
developed a GUI concept, with the goal to enable quick visual insight into
communication patterns and network behavior. A partly functional mockup of the GUI
was developed, in order to experiment with the concept design. This concept is
designated for an NIDS with modular architecture. This means that, functionalities
which are developed in the future can be easily added to the GUI as modules. Figure 5.1
depicts the general architecture of such a system and a screenshot of this interface is
available in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.1 NIDS with a modular architecture
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Figure 5.2 GUI concept

5.1.1

Components of UI

As seen in Figure 5.2, the default view of the main screen for this GUI concept is
divided into seven panels. These are:
1. buttonbar
2. filterbar
3. searchbar
4. timeline
5. events
6. modules panel
7. entries
1. Buttonbar
A screenshot of the ―Buttonbar‖ panel is available in Figure 5.3. This is a standard
button bar, which contains a predefined set of buttons. Such buttons could include
settings, export, and logout. It is important to emphasize that the selection and ordering
of the buttons should be customizable.
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Figure 5.3 Buttonbar

2. Filterbar
A screenshot of the ―Filterbar‖ panel is available in Figure 5.4. This panel should
contain input cells, which provide the administrator with the functionality to perform
fast selections of the recorded events in the system. The order, size and types of the cells
should be customizable. Imagine a case in which a junior administrator with no previous
knowledge of the system or SQL-like language, wants to select specific kinds of
anomalies from a given sub-network. In this case, he will need to fill only two cells and
he will receive a summary report about them. Further, he could also add additional
filtering by selecting all of those anomalies in a specific sub-network for the last twenty
four hours. Administrators can adjust the content of this panel in a way which suits them
best.

Figure 5.4 Filterbar

3. Searchbar
A screenshot of the ―Searchbar‖ panel is available in Figure 5.5. This panel is targeted
to more experienced administrators. In this bar more complex selections from the
database with the recorded events can be performed. The selection language should be
relatively easy and close to human language. This language should be SQL-like and
should be able to support regular expressions. This panel should be used in addition or
instead of the ‖Filterbar‖, but it is optional. For example, the administrator can have
both panels open, with a predefined selection of cells in the ‖Filterbar‖ for trivial and
routine cases. He can then to use the ―Searchbar‖ when more complex situations occur.

Figure 5.5 Searchbar

4. Timeline
A screenshot of the ―Timeline‖ panel is available in Figure 5.6. The ―Timeline‖ is the
main reporting and summarizing tool in my concept. All events in this concept,
regardless of their type and severity to the system are depicted with bars. The height of
the bar represents how many occurrences of these type happened within the selected
timeframe, and the color of the bar determines the type of the occurrence. It should be
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taken into account, that in order to best optimize the functionality of the ―Timeline‖, no
more than five types of events should be presented at the same time. This is for two
main reasons. First, there is a limitation from the color representation point of view (see
Section 3.2), and second, to avoid redundancy on the screen. This means that some
aggregation of events must be done. For example, successful and failed logins to the
system as well as system restarts and schedule maintenance could be aggregated as
―Informational‖ events.
Selection of the time frame can be done in multiple ways. First it can be done by
selecting the days from the calendar buttons on the ―Timeline‖. Calendar buttons are
intentionally placed on the furthest left and right sides of the ―Timeline‖. The logic here
is that all occurrences will be displayed between the ―from‖ and ―to‖ calendar buttons.
Another way to find occurrences is to browse by dragging the ―Timeline‖ to the left and
right or to select the time frame from the corresponding input cells on the ―Filterbar‖.
A very useful feature in the ―Timeline‖ according to my vision, should be its drill-down
functionality. This means that the ―Timeline‖ should support time frames from one year
to one second. A detailed explanation about how this feature works and about the
behavior of the ―Timeline‖ will be provided further in this thesis in the use-case section
(Section 5.2).

Figure 5.6 Timeline

5. Events
A screenshot of the ―Events‖ panel is available in Figure 5.7. The ―Events‖ panel is to
be used in addition with the ―Timeline‖. From it, an administrator can select the type of
occurrences which he wants to include or exclude from the ―Timeline‖. This can be
done simply by clicking on the corresponding checkbox. More detailed information how
this bar facilitates an administrator’s work will be provided further in this thesis in the
use case section (Section 5.2).
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Figure 5.7 Events panel

6. Modules panel
A screenshot of the ―Modules‖ panel with a selected tab on it is available in Figure 5.8.
This is the panel which will provide more detailed information about the selected
occurrences from the ―Timeline‖. On it, there should be as many tabs as necessary
which contain additional information, functionalities and visualizations about the
selected event, its source and other relevant information. This is in order to facilitate the
root cause analysis for the selected event. In addition, any future functionality of the
system can be represented as an additional tab on this panel. The order of the tabs
should be customizable similar to tabs in contemporary web browsers, like Mozilla
Firefox. In case the amount of tabs is too large to be visualized in one row, they can be
visualized in two or more rows. Additionally, there should be a functionality which
supports excluding or including them. More detailed information of how this panel
facilitates an administrator’s work will be provided further in this thesis in the use-case
section (Section 5.2).

Figure 5.8 Modules panel
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7. Entries
A screenshot of the ―Entries‖ bar can be seen in Figure 5.9. The purpose of the
―Entries‖ panel is to show all the data related to the selected event in its raw format.
This data could be pure log data from a server. This panel is designated for the more
experienced administrators or for those who are aware of the format of the represented
data. As in any other panel in my concept, this one should be also optionally displayed.
Its main purpose is to present the raw data in order to determine if the selected event is
properly categorized. This is especially useful for double checking, if the module
responsible for anomaly detection has properly categorized the selected event, or if it is
just a false alarm.

Figure 5.9 Entries

5.1.2

GUI development requirements

According to my vision, there are several requirements which should be taken into
account when implementing a prototype based on this concept.
First, such a system should allow remote access to it. The main benefit of this is that the
system administrators are not required to be at the same physical location as the
monitoring system. The advantages for a system being accessed remotely are many.
Imagine a case in which there are several distributed monitoring systems for backup or
availability assurance purposes, but only one or a few system administrators who are
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able to monitor them or have the rights to access them. It is far more convenient for
them to access these systems remotely.
Second, this solution should support customizable report and summary functionality.
The main argument for this is the modular architecture of such a monitoring system. As
it has been pointed out, visual representations should be use-case driven, rather than
data driven. This means that each use-case should be visually represented in the best
way suitable for its particular case. Thus, each use-case can have a special module for it,
and a special summary report or default view which best depicts its current state. In
addition, modular architecture supports future modules for various use cases to be easily
embedded in the system. Finally, each security administrator may have his own working
practices and preferences, so customization of his working environment is crucial part
in order to ensure that his time is best utilized, as well as to reduce the time he spends
resolving different issues.

5.2

Use cases

Start of a security administrator’s work shift
As it was said earlier, this concept has been designed for an anomaly-based NIDS and it
is intended to be used by network administrators within a mobile operator. Let us
imagine a situation where a network administrator comes to work in the morning. Most
probably he would like to check first what was happened during the past 24 hours or
since his last login to the system. The administrator authenticates himself to the system.
With this GUI concept, he needs to select the time frame in which he is interested. The
system can be set in such a way that it automatically shows a summary since his last
login or of the past 24 hours. We will take the case in which the summary of the events
is shown since his last login (Figure 5.10).

Figure 5.10 Selection from the “Timeline” – step 1

In this simulation, the administrator can see summarized eight anomalies within the
given time range. Following the same logic of software development, specifically that
the first error should always be corrected first (because the others may be consecutive to
it), investigation should start from the first reported anomaly. This assumption is
discussed in detail further in this thesis in Chapter 6. Now, the administrator has to click
on the first bar, where three anomalies are recorded in the system, slightly after
midnight at one o’clock (Figure 5.11).
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Figure 5.11 Selection from the “Timeline” – step 2

Once he has clicked on this bar, the user can see the drill-down functionality of the
―Timeline‖. What is now shown on the ―Timeline‖ is a more fine-grained time frame
within which these three anomalies occurred. The first two of these three anomalies
occurred at almost the same time, around one o’clock, and the third one occurred close
to 01:15. Now the administrator is interested in the first two occurrences and would like
to know more about them. So after this, he clicks on the bar which represents the first
two anomalies and now he is able to see an even more detailed time frame, in which
these two anomalies are clearly distinguishable events (Figure 5.12).

Figure 5.12 Selection from the “Timeline” – step 3

In this simulation he may want to see if there are other types of events which have
occurred within this time frame. This is just for the administrator’s information, and it is
shown in this case just to inform the reader how the ―Events‖ bar correlates with the
―Timeline‖ and that such a functionality exists. Now the administrator wants to include
other types of events into the summary on the ―Timeline‖. This is done by clicking on
the corresponding check box from the ―Events‖ panel, and in this case, the administrator
includes ―Informational‖ events to the ―Timeline‖, which have occurred in this time
frame (Figure 5.13).

Figure 5.13 Selection from the “Timeline” – step 4

Returning to the anomaly in which the administrator is interested, it is time to introduce
the ―Module‖ panel. In its first tab, detailed information is displayed about the selected
anomaly. Such information may be the type of anomaly, which node generated it, why
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this is considered as an anomaly, and which rule it violates. In this case let us assume
that this particular anomaly is correctly identified and it is a known behavioral pattern.
The first tab is labeled ―Detail Descr‖ (Figure 5.14). In this particular case it shows that
the anomaly is an open port (445) on a host. It also shows the anomaly’s severity to the
system, a solution for this issue and other relevant information related to this
occurrence.

Figure 5.14 Module bar – “Detail Descr” tab. Picture is based on [40]

To investigate further, the administrator wants to know more about this particular node,
and to do so, he selects the ―Node Descr‖ tab (Figure 5.15). In it, all available
information about this node is shown, such as: its IP address, MAC address, hardware
specifications, operating system, geographical location, contact information, the subnetwork to which it belongs, and the person responsible for this node.
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Figure 5.15 Detailed description of a network element

Then the administrator is interested in the latest vulnerability scan for this particular
node (Figure 5.16). This information is available on the ―Vuln Report‖ tab. This could
be a similar functionality to that which the Nessus Vulnerability Scanner provides [40].
In this tab, this information is available and it is summarized in a table. In this case, it
shows the scanned ports, issues related to them and severity to the system, if any. In this
case there are several reported issues for this node.

Figure 5.16 Vulnerability report tab. Picture is based on [40]

To conclude this use-case, the only thing which the administrator has to do, is to contact
the responsible person for this network element, and to remind him to apply the latest
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hardening practices available for this node. In the case that he is authorized to do it on
his own, the administrator can remotely connect to it, and do the necessary procedures
in order to avoid future triggering of anomalies in this monitoring system.
Investigation of a denial of service situation
The second use case will be related to an anomaly associated with a node which is not
accessible and I will call it DoS. In order to avoid redundancy, the case will start from
the position which the administrator has already found and selected via the ―Timeline‖–
the anomaly entry in which he is interested. The investigation begins from the point in
which the administrator reads the detailed information about the chosen anomaly in the
―Detail Descr‖ tab from the ―Modules‖ panel.
Once the administrator has selected the anomaly in which he is interested, he has to read
the detailed description available for it from the ―Detail Descr‖ tab on the ―Modules‖
panel (Figure 5.17). This time the anomaly description says that a node in a subnetwork
is not responding to automated ping requests. This could be a similar functionality like
the one provided by Nagios [46], which sends a ping request at predefined time
intervals to a network element in order to ensure this element is active. By doing so,
Nagios monitors node status. In our case, the violated rule says that a node didn’t
respond to three of these requests, so an anomaly entry has been recorded in the system.

Figure 5.17 Module bar – Detailed description tab. Picture is based on [40]

The next logical step which the administrator can do is to manually check if this node is
responding to ping commands (Figure 5.18). This is in order to double check if the
system which is responsible for performing automated checks is working. To do so, we
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assume that in this system there is a module with a similar functionality to the ―ping‖
command. This is visualized in a separate tab, so the administrator can check this
manually from there.

Figure 5.18 Module for various functionalities

What comes next depends entirely on the working practices of each individual
administrator. He may check, as in previous use case, the ―Node Descr‖ tab and/or its
latest ―Vuln Report‖ tab.
For example, the administrator’s next steps may be to check the ―Recent Connection‖
tab for this node (Figure 5.19). What he sees in it, is that normal web-browsing has been
conducted from this host, but one of its recent connections seems more suspicious. It is
depicted with a balloon which has a larger size and its color is red. The size of the
balloon represents the amount of the connections which originate from this host. Color
is used in order to ensure that balloons with similar sizes will be noticed, but this
entirely depends on the configuration file, which is used to create this visualization.
This functionality is provided by AfterGlow [47], and when implementing a prototype
based on this concept, similar functionality could be used.
Returning to this particular connection, it represents a connection to ―The Pirate Bay‖
torrent tracker web site. One can conclude from this, that the whole network bandwidth
is taken by torrents and there is no space left for the legitimate network operations. Such
operations could be automated ping requests.
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Figure 5.19 Recent connections tab

The next logical step for the administrator could be to check the node’s login statistics
(Figure 5.20). This can be done from the ―Login Stats‖ tab. From this tab the
administrator can see the successful and failed login attempts to this node as well as
information about which user is currently logged-in to the system, or who was the most
recently logged in user before this node became unreachable.

Figure 5.20 Login statistics tab
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To conclude this second use-case, the last thing which the administrator could do in this
situation is to select the ―Node Descr‖ tab (Figure 5.15) and to check who is responsible
for this node. Then, he can inform the responsible person about this case, and provide
more detailed information. Such information could include the fact that this particular
node is not responding, as well as which user was last logged-in to it and what were his
latest activities with it. In this case, a connection to a torrent tracker web site.
These component descriptions and use-cases provide an example of how this GUI
concept might be employed in a working environment. The way in which the elements
intrinsic to my design and features included in the GUI concept facilitate a system
administrator’s daily tasks is further discussed in the following chapter.
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6

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this thesis was to create an overview of the current situation with
network monitoring and reporting tools, to extract the best practices from them and to
produce a GUI concept for an anomaly-based NIDS designed for a mobile operator
network environment. The reason behind this is that, although a significant amount of
work has been done for the enterprise environment, at the time of writing this thesis,
there is no customized solution for the telecommunications environment.
Keeping the general workflow of the system and network administrators in mind, a GUI
concept was developed with the goal of enabling quick visual insight into network
behavior. When I was a system administrator of a medium size company, I had to deal
with more than two hundred user machines, multiple servers and various appliances
which were connected to the network. The main challenge in administrating all of this
equipment was that I had to use different solutions to manage them. In some cases
detecting similar or even the same problem on different machines was possible only by
using proprietary tools, designed for each product. No single solution was available on
the market which could allow me to control products shipped by various suppliers from
a single point.
Based on the above discussion, I believe that a product with a modular design is the key
to coping with the challenge of managing various appliances. This is because any new
functionalities developed in the future can then be imported to the product as a plug-in.
But, in order for this to be possible, the GUI should support visualization of modules
and functionalities developed in the future. For example, let us imagine a case in which
an anomaly is reported to the system and is related to the network traffic. In order to
double-check if this anomaly is properly classified, we need to capture and observe the
traffic. In this case we can use Wireshark to capture and investigate the traffic, but we
may not need the whole set of functionalities it provides. Instead, we could have a
specially designed module for our monitoring system, based on the same library on
which Wireshark relies—pcap. Namely, the pcap library provides us with the
functionality to capture the traffic.
My point here is that each individual administrator has his own set of tools and way of
working to discover and solve problems. With my GUI everyone can have only one
window open, instead of several. In addition, since the tabs in the GUI are customizable,
each administrator can order them the way he prefers and have his own specific set of
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open tabs in the ―Modules‖ panel. This is because each issue requires a different set of
tools and methods to be discovered and solved.
Furthermore, once an anomaly in the network is detected, every tab opened in the
―Modules‖ panel will provide functionalities specifically related to the same moment of
time. This is not the case when you have multiple tabs in different windows opened.
This is because you have to select the same time frame manually in every opened tool.
Another advantage is that, the administrator can still have a visual overview of the
problem he is currently resolving and when it has occurred. This also provides him with
the possibility to dynamically include and exclude other events from the timeline view,
and build a bigger picture of how different events have occurred in time.
One important assumption was made while this user interface was designed: the
investigation should always start from the first reported event or anomaly, because
others might follow consecutively to it. However, in reality, reports about secondary
problems may be recorded in time before the initial problem. An example for this could
be a record in the system about several hundred unreachable nodes without a previous
record for a base station which is down and which is responsible for serving these
nodes. This problem has been briefly discussed in Section 3.1.3.
One way how this could be avoided is with SNMP trap messages. An SNMP trap
message is initiated by a network element and is sent to the management system in case
of sudden or unexpected changes in this element or in some of its services [49]. As an
example here, we will take a network element which is managed remotely via SNMP.
The way SNMP works is to send information about the network element when it is
requested. But in addition, it can monitor specific processes in the element and once a
process is down, it can send information about its state, even when this information is
not requested by the management system.
However, the above described method is not a remedy for every problem which may
occur. Let us imagine a case in which many elements rely on another network element
which is not equipped with a redundant power supply unit. In case its power suddenly
goes down and the last poll from the management system was done recently with a
successful status, this serving element will be off but the management system will not
be aware of it before the next status check. This could be the case when many
subscribers are currently connected via a base station, for which the power supply
suddenly goes down. In this situation, the monitoring system may receive reports of a
thousand elements which are not reachable without having a previous report for a
failure in the base station which serves them.
One possible solution here could be to employ some heuristics about the hierarchy and
dependency of the services. For example, in the above described scenario, the
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management system can automatically check if all of these unreachable subscribers’
elements rely on the same base station and automatically check if it is alive by sending a
ping command. In case the base station is not responding, the system can record and
report first a problem for the serving base station and store reports about the
unreachable elements after. Another way could be when storing alarm or anomaly
reports in the system, to also display which other elements and services rely on this
node, so the network administrator can check their status as well.
Two more issues may appear during the development process of a monitoring system
which is using this GUI. First is how to visualize on the ―Timeline‖ occurrences with
same timestamp, and second, how to distinguish one or a few anomalies, amongst
several thousand other events reported on the ―Timeline‖.
The way I approached the first problem is depicted in Figure 6.1. Here, it is visible that
when a single bar is clicked on which represents more than one event recorded at the
same time, it can be transformed into multiple bars. This is done in order to ensure that
data records from various sources can be visualized, because theoretically it is possible
that two records from two different locations are recorded with the same timestamp in
the management system.

Figure 6.1 Visualizing multiple events with same timestamp

The solution to the second issue is visualized in Figure 6.2. It is visible from the figure
that the ―Timeline‖ provides a summary of the visualized events between the ―From‖
and ―To‖ calendar buttons. To distinguish the anomalies, it is sufficient just to press on
the ―Anomalies‖ label in the summarized events. This will cause the ―Timeline‖ to
exclude everything else and will show only this particular category of events, even if
there is only a single one.
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Figure 6.2 Filtering events on the timeline

In order to evaluate the GUI’s usability, a real test use-case should be conducted. First,
the whole system needs to be implemented or a similar one should be used instead.
After this, two different GUIs can be used with the same system. For example, 10
persons can try to perform a root cause analysis and audit trail with my GUI, and 10
more could try to perform the problem solving activity with the usage of the same
recorded data employing another interface. Afterwards, the output of both teams can be
compared. Metrics which can be used to evaluate their performance can be their ability
to discover the problem and time taken to resolve it.
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7

CONCLUSIONS

In the scope of this thesis I have presented my vision for a GUI concept for anomalybased NIDS in a mobile network operator environment. The user interface follows a
drill-down technique, guiding the network administrator from a general overview of the
overall network activity, to an aggregated view of NIDS data and a thorough analysis of
the causes of the anomalies, alarms and problematic network elements. In particular,
this thesis is focused on designing a front-end interface for a system which, in addition
to its main scope of visually representing anomalies produced by an NIDS, can be used
for general network monitoring purposes.
Two short imaginary use cases with synthetic data were described in this thesis. The
goals were to demonstrate the tool’s applicability for exploring records from a
monitoring system, performing a root cause analysis for anomalies with the aim to
verify their proper classification, and for analysis of service usage within a network
environment.
Based on my observations and personal experience as a system and network
administrator, my conclusion is that modular architecture design should be used when
implementing the whole NIDS prototype which will use this GUI. This is because the
possibility to test various detection methods implemented as modules will allow us to
evaluate the most useful ones. In addition, any functionality implemented in the future
could be easily integrated and visualized as a plug-in.
A decision has been made to implement a prototype which will use this GUI. The
prototype will have a modular architecture design and will use several detection
methods to classify anomalies. Another thing that should be done is to evaluate the GUI
and to conduct a real test use-case.
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